A BRIEF STUDY OF THE PHONOLOGY OF THE
NEAPOLITAN DIALECT
INTRODUCTORYNOTE

THE following study concerns itself with the dialect of the city

i

of Naples and, more particularly, with that of the 5'~OM~
Chiaja. Some of the outlying districts, e. g., Campo di Maf~
already show some slight variations from the language studied

herein.

The sources of this study have been both oral and written.
The writer first took lessons in conversation, at the same time studying texts, and then, after he had acquired some fluency in the spoken

language, he went among the people to v.erify the results and thé
conclusions which he had obtained. In addition to this, he profited
much from aid given him by others who had made a special study
of the dialect. Among these he wishes to thank particularly
Signer Alberto Cerbino, actor on the Neapolitan stage and author
of several Neapolitan comedies, and Signori Bideri and Izzo, wellknown publishers of CsM.soM~~ ~Va/'o~aM~.
Among the written sources may be mentioned G. Papanti, I
Parlari Italiani in Certaldo, Livorno, 187~ F. j~~M~M~,
ziir ~MM~ der ~VM-~o~~aMMc~ MMM~of~ ~'M~M& 185~;
.Ka~c~ ~4M<c'~ Foca&o/sno ~Vs~o~~MO-Mo, Torino, ïSy~;
~?'~MOM~o di Domenico, Vocabolario Metodico, Filologico, Comparato del Dialetto .~Va~o~~Mo &c., Napoli, 1905; 24 6'caf~Œ Stretta,
A Critica /MfMa~a r'MK fafMïacM~ Ridazioni di Alberto Cerbino,
and a large collection of popular songs and dialogues edited and
published by Bideri and Izzo.
Among more general works on Italian dialects are Ascoli's
article in the ~Moyc/o~~M Brittanica, 1880, and in the ~4fc~M~o
Glottologico, VIII, 98-128, 1882-5, and the articles in Gro&~
G'~MM~fM~ Vol. I (first and second editions).

~a~g

ACCENT

Neapolitan differs from the Tuscan in its system of accentuation for, while the Tuscan uses the stress accent common to other

European languages, the Neapolitan has preserved thé quantitative
accent of the Latin.
There is perhaps no more fundamental determinant in thé development of a language than its accent. The development of every

sound in a language is directly dependent upon the force expended
in pronouncing it and thé time employed in doing so. Generally
speaking, when no strong stress is used the now of language will be
softer and more even, the explosion of consonants will have less
force and their development will be less dependent upon their position, since in initial position they will have no more force than when
medial and will therefore undergo approximately the same changes.
Only slight stress being used, aspirates tend to disappear and voiceless consonants, losing their force, become weaker than the voiced;
therefore a consonant is on its way to disappearance when from
voiced it becomes voiceless. The quantity of a syllable will seldom
be shortened since, if the vowel for any reason loses its length, the
consonant immediately following is doubled in compensation. Syncope is less frequent, inasmuch as, there being no strongly-stressed
syllables, the unstressed syllables are less slighted. These rules
all apply to Neapolitan.
No~ J'.–In Central Italy there are two remnants of the quantitative accent: (A) the retention of thé double consonants, which
tend to disappear under a strong stress accent and which have
disappeared almost entirely in Northern Italy. (B) The distinct
pronunciation of unaccented syllables which are more or less
slighted in the North.
JVo~ ~.–As Neapolitan has remained so similar to its mother
language there are many words whose development has been
checked or altered by the consciousness of the Latin form. Such
words may be called patrician as they occur especially in the vocabulary of thé educated, while the other words which have undergone a thoroughly popular development may be called plebeian.
These terms are not to be confused with thé terms learned,"
semi-learned and popular." For examples of patrician and
plebeian words see below under initial pretonic A, E; initial FL,

PL, etc.

(Vulgar Latin)
Initial

PRETONIC VOWELS.

Initial pretonic vowels tend to disappear. This is because in
Neapolitan the final vowels are usually kept, although somewhat

slighted, and the resultant hiatus in connected discourse has led to
a weakening and final disappearance of the initial vowel. A and
U seem to have resisted this tendency to fall much better than other

vowels.

Pretonic Initial

A

Pretonic initial A usually remains. ÂMMORE.
It falls in NATOMÎA (anatomia) STRÔLACO (astrôlogus)

LÂEio

(astrolabium).

STRO-

Sometimes other pretonic vowels are changed to A. AsTREMO
(extremus) ASÊMPio (exemplum) ADDiÔTA (idiota)
ANCHIRE
(implere) ACCIDERE (occidere) ACCASIONE (occasionem)
ASSURPARE (usurpare).
Sometimes two forms exist side by side. ATERNiTÂ, ETERNiTÂ
ACCELLENTE, ECCELLENTE; ACCHIALE, ACCHIARE, UCCHIALE; ACCASIONE, UCCASIONE. The forms in A are probably plebeianwhile

those which retain the general character of the Latin vowel
are
patrician.
Sometimes A becomes initial by the disappearance of
an initial
consonant (usually G). ALLINA (gallina); ALLO (gallus); ÂMMARo (gamberus). The forms GALLINA, GALLO, GÂMMApo
are
however coexistent.
Compounds with A + a consonant (from Lat. AD-)
are comADDÔ,s
dove;
badare;
mon.
ABBADARE,
ABBASTANTE, bastante;
ACCANOSCERE, COnoScei-e; AMMANCARE, mancare; ANNASCUOSTO

ANNASCUSO, di

nascosto.

Pretonic Initial E
Pretonic initial E is usually lost. Sometimes there
are two
existing forms, showing plebeian and patrician development.

TiCHETTA, ETICCHETTA; VANGELO, EVANGELO.
~Wentrup starts with Classic Latin vowels and does not mention their Vulgar
Latin forms.
Equivalents not in parentheses are Tuscan.

It remains in words which were used only among the higher
classes of society. EcÔNUMO ELEVAZIONE EMBREMA EQUIPAGGIO
ERUZIONE.

It is sometimes changed to A. For examples see

PRETONIC

INITIAL A.
P~~OMtC Initial 7

Pretonic initial 1 generally falls except in words used in thé
higher classes of society. Sometimes two forms are coexistent.
IMPIEGO, MPIEGO

It

INCANTO, NCANTO

is sometimes changed to A.

INTRATA, NTRATA.
For examples see PRETONIC

INITIAL A.

.P~OM~ 7~~ta~ 0
Pretonic initial 0 usually becomes U. UBBERiENZA, ubbidienza;
UBBRiCAZiONE, obbligazione; uccHiATA, occhiata; UNESTÂ, onestà;
UFFRIRE, oiMre.

It sometimes falls. NoRE, onore; pENElôNE (opinionem)
RAZZElÔNE (orationem).
It is somteimes changed to A. For examples see PRETONIC
INITIAL A.

P~OMtC Initial

Pretonic initial U usually remains.

L''

UMORE.

It sometimes falls NEVERZALE (universalem) Nu (unum).
It is sometimes changed to A. For examples see PRETONIC
INITIAL A.
PRETONIC VOWELS NON-INITIAL

A
Pretonic A non-initial remains.
CAPPIELLO, cappello; CAPILLO, capello; GALANTE.

E
Pretonic E non-initial remains..
DECISIONE; LENTEZA; NEPOTE.

In hiatus it becomes I.

CRIARE

(creare)

CRiANZA.

1

Pretonic I non-initial generally remains.
FIDARE; FIDUCIA; FINEZA.

Classic Latin short I (Vulgar Latin E) gives E.s

TENTORE; DEFFECORTÂ, dimcultà; LETECARE, litigare.

0

Pretonic 0 non-initial generally becomes U.
CUNTARE; CUNSUMO; CUNSIDERARE~ FUNTANA.

U
Pretonic U non-initial remains.
SUPINA; SUPEROIRE; MURAGLIA.
TONIC VOWELS

A
Tonic A remains.
PATE,

padre; SARVÀ, salvare; MMACULATA, immacolata.

E (open)
Tonic open E generally remains unless there is in the Latin
source an I, 0, or U element in the following syllable, under which
conditions it diphthongizes to IE.4
Examples of the persistence of tonic open E.
GALLENELLA; FRAVULELLA, fragoletta.
Examples of the diphthongization of tonic open E.
GALLENIELLO; FRUSCIAMIENTO; FRATIELLO; APIERTO; CIERTO.

In hiatus tonic open E becomes 1 as in Tuscan.

E (close)
Tonic close E remains unless there is an I, 0, or U element in
the following syllable, under which conditions it becomes 1.~
Wentrup fails to distinguish between Classic Latin long I and short 1.
4 Wentrup attempts to distinguish between e in position and e final in the
syllable. His result is that checked e usually diphthongizes, while free e may

or may not! In the speech of the educated or semi-educated these vowel changes
are often interfered with by the consciousness of related forms, and we find
but few printed texts which are reliable in this respect.
° Wentrup simply says
Long e remains or changes to i.

NIRO, NERA; CHISTO, CHESTA, CHISTE (m.
PIRO,

pero;

MILO,

p!.),

mélo.

CHESTE

(f. pi.);

1

Tonic I remains.

FiNE: FILO

FILA;

GIRO

LINO.

0

(open)
Tome open 0 remains unless there is an I, 0, or U element in
the following syllable, under which conditions it becomes UO.~
NUOVO, NOVA; PUORTO, PORTA; BUONO, BONA; UOVO, OVA; UOSSO,
OSSA.

In hiatus it becomes U. PUETA.

0

(close)
Tonic close 0 remains unless there is an I, 0, or U element in
the following syllable, under which conditions it becomes U.~

NFUMUSO, NFUMOSA,
-a;
(infamonem).

NNUSTRIUSO, NNUSTRIOSA, industrioSO,

collerico,

-a; NFAMONE

probably patrician.
resultant from S final in accented syllables it
forms the combination ujE. NujE vujE.
In hiatus with U it forms thé combination ujo, and with A it
forms ojA. Sujo, sojA.
TESTEMMONIO is
In hiatus with 1

U
Tonic U remains. UNNECE (undecem)

STUFA.

POST-TONIC VOWELS
~Vo~ jFtMa~

Post-tonic non-final A, E, I tend to become E unless followed
by R, under which condition the tendency is towards A.
SÂBBETO, SÂPETO, sabato; ÈLECA ÔRGHENO (in URGANISTA the A is
pretonic) &IMÂGENE; ÔRDENE; ÙRDEMO, ultimo; GIÔVENE; ÈLLARA.
"Wentrup tries to distinguish between o in position and o final in the
syllable with thé same results which he obtained in discussing i. e., free
Some of the forms which he has
o > Me or remains, while checked c >«o
cited are obvioasty tainted by analogy, e. g., bona, M~ is scarcely popular and is
influenced either by the Latin form or the feminine or both.
Wentrup simply states that long o remains or becomes u.

Post-tonic non-final

0

MIRÂCULO.

or U becomes U. URÂcuLO; uôvuLO;
Final

Final unaccented vowels become obscure, but not entirely con-

fused.~

A
Final unaccented A remains, although much obscured in pronunciation and scarcely more than whispered. FILA; MIA; EPISTULA.

E

Final unaccented E remains, although much obscured in pronunciation and scarcely more than whispered. FiNE; UNZIONE.
1

Final unaccented 1 is usually written E, although it is not to be
confused with E coming from Latin E, as thé E from Latin I pro-

duced a vowel-change in the preceding tonic syllable,9 while the E
coming from Latin E causes no such development.
CHISTE,

(m .pi.),

SujE, (m. p1.),
CHILLE, (m. pl.),

TujE, (m. p1.),

CHESTE,

(f. pi.).

SojE, (f. p1.).
CHELLE,

(f. p1.).

TojE, (f. p1.).

0

Final unaccented 0 (generally representing Classic Latin short

U) becomes obscured in sound and is usually pronounced as a semimute U, although it is written as 0. It produces a vowel-changein

the preceding tonic syllable.~
PuoRCO, masc.,

PuosTO, masc.,
BuoNo, masc.,
Uovo, sing.,

PoRCA, fem.

fem.
BoNA, fem.
POSTA,

OvA, pl.

Wentrup says that final vowels are either dropped or changed to
e, but are
kept in writing with the exception of i which is written e. Final vowels drop in

some of the Neapolitan provinces, but not in the dialects of Naples itself.
Providing it contains an e or o.
"If it contains an e or o.

u
Final unaccented U is confused with final unaccented

0

and

produces the same results.

(Vulgar Latin)
Consonants tend to lose their force and are often confused.
These confusions are generally of the voiced with the voiceless
consonants, as thé voiceless, losing thé force of their explosions,
become even weaker than the voiced. Metathesis is very common,
especially with R. (L. is often confused with R.)
CONSONANTS

7Mî~
B

Initial B remains or

is confused with V, which is usually bi-

labial.

BANNERA, bandera; BANNO, bando; VALLENA, BALLENA; BALICIA, VALICIA, vaHg'ia: BUOSCO, VUOSCO; VALANZA, bilanza; VARCA, barca; VASO, bacio, (basium.)

BAGNO

BALESTRA

BANCO

BR initial remains or is confused with VR, sometimes with PR.
BRILLO
BROCCA
BRODO; VRACCIO, braccio; VRANCA, branca VRECCIA, breccia; BRUNELLA, PRUNELLA.
BL initial becomes J in purely plebeian words. JANCO jASTEMMARE.

In patrician words we have BI. This may however be simply
a borrowing from the Tuscan. BiAVA, biada; BL-~NCO.

F
F initial remains. It is sometimes however confused with V.
Often after F or V we have metathesis of an R originally final in
the syllable and the result is the combination FR or VR.
FONTE; FINE; FERMATA; FESTA; VROCCA, forca; VRUCCATA, foi'cata;
FRÀVECA,

fabbrica

FRAVAGLiERiA, farfaglieria

FREVA,

febbre.

FL presents three developments." In purely plebeian words
it becomes SCI; in purely Neapolitan patrician words it becomes
FR
in words influenced by, or borrowed from thé Tuscan, it becomes FI.
Wetitrup only mentions the plebeian development.

Plebeian ~'of~:

namma; sciANCO, fianco; SCIORE, fiore;

SCIAMMA,

SCIUMMO, fiume.

Patrician

œ0f~

FREMMA,

flemma.

Words

Mj~M~MC~~

SCIANCO

FRAUTO,

flauto;

by, or borrowed

above; FIACCO, cf.

FRACCO,

/f0~

the

nacco;

FRATO,

nato;

TM~COM: FIANCO,

FRACCO above; FIATO,

cf.

cf.

SCIATO, FRATO;

FIOCCO,cf.SCIOCCO.

FR initial remains. (Sometimes confused with VR.) FRATE;
VROCCA.

v

V initial usually remains, but is often confused with B, and
occasionally with F. Metathesis of an R originally final in the syllable or even belonging to the following syllable is frequent, the
result being initial VR.
VARCA, barca; VASCIELLO; VEDERE, BALICIA, VALICIA;
VROCCA, forca; VRITO, vetro; VRIOGNA, vergogna; VRECCIA, freccia.

VASO, bado

Initial VR remains. See examples under V.
P

Initial P remains, although weakenedand often confused with B.
PUMATA; PONTE; PORTA; PORCA.

Initial PL presents three developments. In purely plebeian
words it becomes CHI; it purely Neapolitan patrician words it

becomes PR; in words influenced by, or borrowed from, the Tuscan
it becomes PI.

Plebeian words: CHIÔVERE; CHIÂGNERE; CHIÙ,' CHIANO; CHIATTO.

Patrician words

PREBBA; PRATÈA

FRÂTANO

PRENARIO

PRICO,

piego.

Words influenced by, or borrowed from, thé Tuscan
PIANO; PIATTO.

PIACERE

As will be seen from the foregoing examples sometimes two
forms are co-existent.
Initial PR generally remains, although sometimes confused in
pronunciation with BR. Metathesis of an R final in the syllable
or even belonging to the next syllable is possible, resulting in initial
PR instead of simple P.

PRETA, pietra; pREMONE (pulmonem)
CARE,

FRÈvuLA, pergola; PRUBBE-

pubblicare.

D
Initial D remains or weakens into a spirant, sometimes disappearing entirely. These developments are usually not shown in
thé spelling, but must be carefully noted in the spoken language.
Occasionally we have initial D written as R, which spelling denotes
a weak tongue-trilled R or a weak dental spirant.
DEVUZIONE; DO JE, due; DIGNO; RICERE (dicere) RIÈBBETO (debit-

~'0,

del.
DR initial occurs rarely.

tum)

It is kept.

PARiA;DRUGARiA.

DRAÔNE, dragone; DRAP-

T
T initial remains. There is often metathesis of an R final in

the same syllable or even belonging to the following syllable resulting in initial TR.
TiANo (tegamen)

Tico (tecum) TERRA; TRiATO, teatro; TRÙvuLO,

torbido.
TR initial remains.

TRAFECARE

TRANSETO; TRENTA

TREZZA.

L
L initial remains. LABBpo;

LACO,

lago;

LÂGREMA; LEGGERE;

LIBBRO.

M
M initial remains although weakened. MATTiNO; MATTO;
MESSA; METTERE; MILO, mélo; MISCHIO.
Does PANDOLiNo for mandoline présent an onomotopoetic
development ?

MB becominginitial becomes MM. So also MV or NV becoming initial becomes MM. MMASCIATA, ambasciata; MMEDiARE,

invidiare; MMiTARE, invitare.

MBL becoming initial becomes MBI. MBR becoming initial
remains.
MEIANCO; MBRELLO; MBRIACARE.

MM or NM becoming initial remains as MM.

MMERiTARSE;

(immedicare).
MP becoming initial remains. MPAGLIARE; MpALARE; MPE-

MMEDiCARE
DIRE.

MPL becoming initial becomes NCHI or MPI. MPR remains.
NcHiANTARE, impiantare; NCHIASTRO, impiastro; MPiEGARE;

MPRESA; MpRiÈSTETO; imprestito.

N
N initial remains. NASO
NATURA; NEMMICO
NEPOTE;
Nuovo; NU, uno.
It disappears in UN, non.
NC becoming initial develops as Tuscan NC. NcATENARE;
NCE.

NCHI coming from MLP remains. NcHiANTARE NCHIASTRO.
ND becoming initial remains if the word has been regarded as
a compound with the prefix IN, otherwise it becomes NN.

NDERIZZO; NDIAVULARSE; NDURARE; NDUVINO; NNUSTRIA, industria NNURDO (indulto) NNOGLiA (inductilem?),12 salsiccia.
NF becoming initial remains. NrAME; NFETTO; NFASCIATA;

NFELICE.

NFL becomes NFR or NFI. NFRAGRANTE; NFIAMMARE.
NFR becoming initial remains. NFRACETARE, infradiciare;

NFRASCARE; NFRATTO.

NG becoming initial remains, the G taking thé sound of Tuscan
G before E and I and remaining a stop before A, 0, and U. NGANNGEGNARSE.

NARE

NGR becoming initial remains.

NGRANITO

NGRASSARE;

NGRATO.

NN becoming initial remains.

NNESTO; NNANZE; NNAMMU-

RATO.

NQU becoming initial remains.

NQUARTATO; NQUILINO.

NS becoming initial becomes NTS (written NS or NZ).

NSINO; NSISTO; NZEGNARE; NZERRARE; NZURDIRE; NZOMMA;
NZAPUNATA.

NT becoming initial remains.

NTACCA

NTACCARE; NTAGLIO;

NTAVULARE.

NTR becoming initial remains.

NTRÈPETO, intrèpido

intronare.
NV becoming initial becomes MM.
examples under MB or MV.
intrigo

NTRUNARE,

Cf. Andrebli.

MMITARE.

NTRICO,

See other

R
R initial remains. RÂDECA; RANCio;
RIPA.

RANCORE; RARO; RÈGOLA;

SandX

S initial remains. SANO; SANTO; sÈNAPO; SEMPE, sempre;
SESTO; SOMMA; SUPFRIRE, SUpplire; SURDO; SURZO, sorso.
SB and XB becoming initial remain as SB.~ SBANiRE; SBASBATTERE.

LANZO

SV and XV becoming initial become SB.

NIRE

SBITARE

SBENTURATO

SBE-

SBISARE.

SBR and XBR becoming' initial remain as SBR. SBRAviARE
SBRENNESiARE, fare brindisi; SBRUGLiARE, sbrogliare.
The forms SBREVUGNARE,SBRIUGNARE, SBRUVEGNARE, svergognare, show metathesis of an R final in the syllable.
SC and XC before A, 0, and U give SC in which the S bas
thé sound of Tuscan SC before E and I (English SH, K). ScALA;
SCAMPARE; SCAPPARE; SCARPA.

SC and XC before E and I give SC as in Tuscan. ScETARE
(excitare) SCESA; scENA; scEMO.
SCL and XCL becoming initial give SCHI (Eng. SHKY).

SCHIAFO; SCHIARARE.

SCR and XCR becoming initial give SCR. ScRiVERE; scpù-

PULO.

ScREMMA, scherma, shows metathesis.

SD and XD becoming initial give SD.

SDEGNO; SDRAMMA;

SDUGANARE.

SF and XF becoming initial give SF.

SrACCiATA

SFALLUTO

SFARZETTO; SFASCIO.

SFL and XFL becoming initial give SFI.

SFIANCARE; SFIA-

TARE.

Is this not rather a case of borrowing and are not the true
Neapolitan forms sciANCARE and sciATARE ? It is dimcult to decide
whether the SCI in these cases cornes from an initial FL or XFL
becoming initial.
SFR and XFR becoming initial give SFR. SpRANTO;
SFRATTO; SFRENARE.

before any other consonant, especially when initial, may be slightly
paîataHzed and is often pronounced as Eng. sla. This is especiaHy true of .)
before c.
.S'

SG and XG before A,

0, and U give

SG.

SGABELLO; SGARBA;

SGATTO; SGOBBIA; SGUMMARE; SGONFIARE.

SG and XG before E and I. No examples recorded.
SGR and XGR becoming initial become SGR. SGRANARE;

SGRASSARE; SGRAVARE.

SL and XL becoming initial become SL.
SM and XM becoming initial give SM.

CHIARE

SLABRARF,; SLAVATO.

SMAGLIARE; SMAC-

SMANGIARE; SMANIARE; SMERCIO.

SP and XP becoming initial give SP.

SPUORCO; SPICARE;

spandere; SPALLA.
SPL and XPL becoming initial give SCHI, SBR, or SPI, according as the word is plebeian, patrician, or borrowed. ScsiANARE, spianare; SCHIANO; scmANTARE; SBRENNERE, splendere;
SBRENNORE, splendore; SPIECARE, spiegare.
ST and XT becoming initial give ST. STACCARE; STAFFA;
SPEDIRE; SPANNERE,

STAGNO; STARE; STANCARE.
CIO

STR and XTR initial or becoming initial give STR. STRACSTRACHINO; STRACUOTTO; STRATA, strada.
SV and XV becoming initial give SB. SBENARE; SBENiRE;

SBENTURA.

ScuizzERO, svizzero, points to original SW or SGW.
C
C initial before A,

VERE

CURTIELLO,

COGLIERE.

0, and U remains.

coltello;

E and

CUOCO; CONTA;

caldo; CATÂCONNULA, gondola;

CAUDO,

develops as in Tuscan. CiTÂ, città;
CIGLIO CERA; CEPRIESSO, cipresso.
CL initial gives CHI, CR, or CL, according as the word is
plebeian, patrician, or borrowed from the Latin (learned).
C initial before

1

CHIAVARE; CHIUDERE; CHIARO; CREMENZA; CRIMMA; CLARINETTO;
CLIENTE; CLIMMA.
CR initial remains. CRITECA; CRURO, crudo.
CRAPA,

capra, shows metathesis resulting in initial CR.
G

G initial before A,

GAMMA, gamba; GOLA; GUDERE,
GÂMMARO, ÂMMARO.

times lost.
LINA

0, and U generally remains, but

is some-

godere; GUMMA; AL-

G initial before

E and I develops as in Tuscan.

GEMELLO;

GENERALE; GENERUSITÂ; GENTE.

GL initial becomes GLI or J. GLiANDRA jAccio, ghiaccio.
GN becoming initial develops as Tuscan GN. GNOPATE, signor padre GNORE, signore.
GR initial usually remains, but sometimes becomes R. GRECA
GRAZIA; GRATO; GRATTARE; RANFA; RAGNONE.

J and DI
J and DI initial give J. So also sometimes GL.
JUSTIZIA; JURARE; JUSTO; JUVO (JUgUm)
JETTO; JETTATURA; JACCIO, ghiaccio.
HUS)

JUORNO

(diur-

JUDICIO; JESSO;

QU
QU initial remains before A; otherwise it becomes CH except
in patrician or borrowed words. CHISTO; CHiLLO; QUATENo;
QUASE; QUATRO; QUAGLIO; QUINTA; QUIBUS; QUESTURA.

MEDIAL CONSONANTS

B
B intervocalic usually remains. B and V are often however
confused. Sometimes B and P are confused. B is often doubled

especially after initial A.

ABBELE, abile; ABBELiTÂ

abito; ABET ATO

SÀPETO, SÀBBETO, SâbatO.
becomes BBR. ABBREO, ebbreo; AB-

ABBULIRE

ÂBETO,

BREVIARE

ABBRUNZO, bronzo.

BR intervocalic usually

ABBRILE shows BR

ABBEVERARE

for PR.

CALAVRESE; CALAVRESTA; show VR.
FpÀVECA, fabbrica; FREVA, febbre; SFRÂVECARE;

sfabbricare;

show metathesis of R, and thé B remaining intervocalic bas become
confused with V.
BL intervocalic becomes BBR. UBBRICARE, obligare.
PRUBBECARE, pubblicare; PRUBBECA show metathesis but also
BB.
BI and BBI intervocalic become GGI. AGGio (habeo) ASSOGBENAGGIA; MANAGGIA; ARRAGGIATO.
NEGLIARE, annebbiare; NEGLiA, nebbia; NIGLIO; are

GETTARE
AN

to explain.

dimcult

F

F intervocalic remains. ADDEFENNERE,difendere.
FF intervocalic remains. ArrÂBELE AFFACCIARE; AFFAMATO
AFFATICARE.

FL and FFL give SCI, FFR, FFI, FFL, according as the word
is plebeian, patrician, borrowed from the Tuscan, borrowed from
or
the Latin. ASCIARE (adflare); ASCIATARSE; AFFREZIONE;
AFFRIGERE

GERE.

AFFIANCO; AFFIAMMARE; AFFIARTARSE; AFFLEZIONE; AFFLI-

Note that often two forms are co-existent.
FR intervocalic remains. ADDEFRISCO; ADDEFRESCARE.
FFR intervocalic remains. ApFRANCARE; AFFRAPARE; AFFRUNTO, affronto.

V
V intervocalic usually remains. ADDEVENTARE; ADDUVINARE.
In ARpuiNARE it has disappeared. Is this perhaps not bora

rowing ?

VV, DV intervocalic usually becomes BB.
ENTO

ABBIZIARE.

ABBIARE; ABBI-

P
P intervocalic usually remains, but is often confused in
pro-

nunciation with B. AccupARE, occupare; ANTIPASTO.
EBBRECA, epoca, is difficult to explain.
PP intervocalic usually remains. CAPPA CAPPIELLO TAPPO.
PI, PPI, DPI, intervocalic may give GGI, CCI, BBI, or PPI.

ASSAGGIARE

SACCIO

SECCIA

PL intervocalic. Examples:
ALLEBBRECA, replica.

DOPPIO.
REPRUBECA (not

ADDUOBBIO

original

PL);

PPL, DPL intervocalic gives CCHI, PPR, or PPI, according

as the word is plebeian, patrician, or influenced by the Tuscan.

ACCHIANARE; ACCOCCHIARE; APPRACARE;

APPRECARE; APPIACERE.

PR intervocalic remains. CupRiRE, coprire.
PT intervocalic gives TT as in Tuscan. AccATTivARSE;

ADDUTTARE.

D
D intervocalic may remain; or it may become a dental spirant,
designated by R;14 or it may lose its voice and become weak T;
a
Or it may actually be a tongue-trilled <

indistinct dentoor it may lose its force still more and become a very
labial sound designated by V;~ or it may disappear entirely. On
the other hand it may become DD. AccÂDERE ACCIDENTATO; ADDÈDECA, dedica; ARAPIRE (adaprire); MARONNA, madonna; ACCACATÀVERE, cadavere; GRATETÙTENE; CÔMMETO, COmodo;
RÈMIA
AORPARAVISO AUNIRE (adunire)
INCHIUVARE
CHIOVO
BIAVA
NATO

(adornato); ADDORE, odore;

CRÈDDETO,

Cl'editO; GRATETÙD-

DENE.

It will be noted that sometimes two forms are co-existent.
pELAGRA, (podagra) show L.
PERNiCE (perdix) ARpiNO (Elpidius) show N.
DR may be confused with TR. ALiSANTRO (Alexander)

TIÈPULO, tepido

cuc-

CUTRILLO/° coccodrillo.

DD intervocalic usually remains. ADDEFFENNERE;

ADDATA,

data;ADDEREZZARE;ADDOVE, ADDÔ.

DI intervocalic may give GGHI, or J, or GGI, or DI, or DDI.

AGGHIUDECARE; AGGHIOGNERE; AGGHIUSTARE; APOJARE; APOJO;
APOGGIARE; CUMMEDIA; CUMMEDDIA.

It will be noted that sometimes two forms are co-existent.

The forms in GGI are probably Tuscan; those in DI, DDI are

probably patrician.
DM intervocalic becomes MM. AMMiRAGLio
DN intervocalic becomes NN. ANNUCARE;
MERARE.

AMMUBiGLiARE.
ANNUDO; ANNU-

T

T intervocalic remains, although sometimes doubled and sometimes weakened into an obscure sound designated by C.~ AcciDENTATO

ABBITARE; SCUTO; STRATA; TUTTO; VUMECARE, VOmitai-e.
intervocalic becomes TT. BATTERE.

TU
TR intervocalic usually remains, though the R may be misplaced
bv metathesis or may be lost.
ANNETRiRE; PRETA, pietra; TRIATO, teatro; PATE, PATRE, padre;
mia madre.
TY intervocalic may become Z, ZZ, ZI, ZZI (Z-TS), or SCI,

MATEMA,

GI.

~Wentrup regards this as a secondary development arising from hiatus

formed by disappearance of the d.
~This shows metathesis (Lat. crocodilus).
°This also occurs in Vulgar Florentine (S. Frediano).

awiziare;

ABBIZIARE,

ACCAREZZARE; AGGRAZIARE; AMICIZIA;
APPREZZARE; ACCURTEZZA; ASSULUZIONE; STASCIONATO, STAGIONATO

ANGOSCIA.

L
L intervocalic usually remains, but is sometimes confused
with R.
ABBALERSE,

avvalersi;

ÂBBELE,

abile;

ALEZIONE,

elezione; UCCHI-

ARE, UCCHIALE, ACCHIARE.

LL intervocalic remains.

ABBALLO; AFFULLARSE; ALLARIARE,

allargare.
LB intervocalic is interchangeable with RB.
ÂLBERO, ÀRBERO.

LC intervocalic before A,
ARCUOVO

SURCO

0, and U usually

ALBA, ARBA;

becomes RC.

BARCONE.

LC intervocalic before E and I may develop into UC, in which
the C has the sound of Roman C before E and I. If preceded by
a U, the U resulting from the L disappears. ADDUCIRE.
LD intervocalic may become RD or UD. CAUDO SCARDINO
SCAUDARE; FARDA, FAUDA.

LG intervocalic before A, 0, and U remains. CoLGO.
LG intervocalic before E and I develops as in Tuscan.

COGLIERE.

LNE intervocalic develops as in Tuscan.

BAGNARE.

LM intervocalic may become MM. AMMENO.
LP intervocalic may become RP or UP. NCURPARE, incolpare
ASSARPARE, assalpare.
LS intervocalic may become RZ or UZ (Z-TS). ACCEUZO,
ecceiso; FAUZO, FARZO; BORZO; BÂRZEMO.
If preceded by U it may give Z. Puzo, polso.
LT intervocalic may become UT or RD. AUTARE;

ultime.
LTI intervocalic may become IZ or UZ. AIZARE;

RISARDO

AUTEZZA

ÙRDEMO,

Auzo (altius)

AizATURA

LTR intervocalic may give T, UT, or UTR. Aro~

AUTO,

AUTRO.

LV intervocalic may become RV.

polvere.

ASSORVERE; BERVA; PORVA,

shows V alone after U.
LY, LE, LI intervocalic develop as in Tuscan. BATTAGLIA;
SPUVERARE

AMMUBIGLIARE.

M
M intervocalic usually remains, but is sometimes douMed.
ANEMA; ABBALLAMIENTO; ABBRAMMA; AMMORE; ACCARÈMMIA,

accademia.

MM, NM intervocalic give MM. AMMANCARE.
MB intervocalic becomes MM. AGGAMMARE GAMMA

scÎA, ambascia.

AMMA-

MBI intervocalic becomes GN. ScAGNO; CAGNARE.
MP intervocalic usually remains. ABBAMPARE, awampare;
ACCAMPARE.

MPL intervocalic becomes NCHI, MPR, or MPI, according as

the word is plebeian, patrician, or influenced by the Tuscan. NcHiHJMMARE; CUMPRIMENTO; ASSEMPIA.

MPR intervocalic remains.

AMPRESA.
MN intervocalic becomes NN. DANNARE.
DAMMAGGiARE

is probably borrowed.

N
N intervocalic usually remains. It may be doubled. ANEMA;
ABBUNNANTE; ANNORE,

onore.

NC intervocalic before A,

CUNIRSE

0, and U remains.

AMMALiN-

AMMANCARE; BIANCO, JANCO.19

NCL has become GN in GNOSTRO, inchiostro.
NC intervocalic before E and 1 develops as in Tuscan or gives
NZ~" (NTS). ABBENCERE, vincere; ANCINO, uncino; pANZA;
FRANZA.

ND intervocalic becomes NN.

ABBANNUNARE; ABBUNNANZA;

ADDEFENNERE: ADDIMANNARE; DICENNO.

~&o

(venenum), caloneco (canonicus) show by dissimilation.
"Wentrup considers becchè (benchè) a case of assimilation (Mc>cc)–
but this is rather to be taken as'bé -f- che in which the c would geminate regularly
to preserve the quantity of the preceding syllable. B~ is the regular Neapolitan
form of the Latin ~M~.
~M points

to ncy intervocalic.

NG intervocalic before A,
ALLUNGARE; LUNGO.

0, and U generally remains.

NG intervocalic before E and I usually becomes GN,
sometimes NG as in Tuscan. ÂGGHioGNERE; aggiungere;
ASTRIGNERE;
CHIÂGNERE, piangere; ANGÈLECO; ÂNGIULO.
The last two examples may be patrician or learned.
NS intervocalic may remain but more frequently becomes NZ

(NTS). ACCUNSENTIRE; ADDENZARE; CANZARE;
PENZARE.
NT intervocalic usually remains. AccANTO;

ACCIDENTATO;

ABBASTANTE.

NTR intervocalic may become NT. DrNTO.
NTY, NTE, NTI, intervocalic become NZ in Tuscan. Acas

AMINENZA; ASSENZIALE; ANZE.
intervocalic becomes MM. ACCUMMENIRE, acconvenire;

CELLENZA

NV

AMMENTARE,

inventare;

BEMMENUTO,

benvenuto;

MMIDIA,

invidia.

R
R intervocalic remains.21 CURA; PERO.
In the infinitive of verbs the last syllable is usually dropped and
We have FENZÂ; CURA; FINi; LÈGGE.
RR intervocalic remains. ACCORRERE; ACCURRENZA.
RB intervocalic remains. AGGARBARE; BIRBONE;
AMMURBARE.
AùsciuLO, arbusciolo, shows its disappearance.
RC before A, 0, and U remains. ABBARCARE;
FURCARE-

MIÈRCUDI.

RC intervocalic before E and I develops as in Tuscan, gives
or
RZ

(RTS).

AMMARCIARE; MERCIE; PERZÔ; MPERZO.

RD intervocalic remains. ABBUORDO; ACCLTORDO;
ACCURDARE.
RG intervocalic before A, 0, and U may become RI. In patrician words it remains. LÂRio, LARGO ALLARIARE.
PRÈVULA shows metathesis of R and regular development
of
a

intervocalic G.

RG before E and I develops as in Tuscan. ARRISORGERE.
PRÔjERE, porgere, shows metathesis of R and regular devela
of
intervocalic
opment
G.
RM intervocalic remains. ADDURMIRE; ALLARME.
~When there are two R's in the same word, dissimilation is frequent.

lecordare, allecordare, ricordare;

~eH<?g~-M!o

(peregrinus).

RN intervocalic remains. AïERNO; ATERNITÂ.
RS intervocalic becomes RZ (RTS). AMMURZARE; ARZENALE;
ARZÈNICO

ARZO

ARZURA

PERZIANA.

RT intervocalic remains. AcCËRTARE
In ÂRDiCA, ortica, it has become RD.

ACCUORTO

ACCURTEZZA.

S
S intervocalic remains, occasionally being confused with SS.
ABBUSARE; ABBUSO; ACCASARE

ACCUSO

AMMUSSARE.

SS intervocalic remains, however taking a certain palatal quality
and sometimes being written SCI. AccESSivo CASCETTA; CASCIA,
cassa; ABBAS CIO, abbasso.
SC before A, 0, and U remains.~ ABBUSCARE; AFFUSCARE;
MASCULO.

SC before E and I develops as in Tuscan. AMMASCiATA;

AMMUSCIARE.

ST intervocalic remains.

ApBASTARE; ABBiSTARE, avvistare;

ACCUSTARE, accostare.

STR intervocalic often becomes ST.

ASTO,

impiastro

MASTO,

maestro; iNCHi-

puLLASTO.

SY, SE, SI intervocalic becomes S. VASO (basium) bacio;
CAMISA, camicia; CERASO (ceraseum) ciliegio.

c

C intervocalic before A,

0, and U generally remains.

ico, ebbraico; ÂDUCARE, educare;

AsBRÀ-

AFFATICARE.

C intervocalic before E and I develops as in Roman. ABBEufficiale.
CENARE, avvicinare; AFFECACE, efficace; AFFICIALE,
CC before A, 0, and U remains. ABBUCCARE; ACCADERE;
ACCUPARE.

ACCASIONE

CC before E and I becomes ZZ.

LAZZO.
CIARE

Many words show Tuscan CCI.
AFFACCIARE.

AzzETTARE; AzziETTO;
ABBRACCiARE; ACCAC-

CL intervocalic becomes CCHI. UoccHio uccHiATA.
AGRissE, eclissi, is patrician and shows GR.
CCL, DCL intervocalic become CCHI or CCR, according as
the word is plebeian or patrician. AccHiAPARE; ACCRAMARE,
acclamare.
Thé

!s slightty pahtized (Eng shk, sht).

ACCRAVACARE, accavalcare, is

an example of metathesis

resulting in CCR.
CR intervocalic may remain or become GR.

LÂCREMA~ LÀ-

GREMA.

CT intervocalic becomes TT as in Tuscan. TITTO, tetto;
AFFETTO.

FATTO

CTE, CTI intervocalic become ZZ, ZI as in Tuscan.

ARRIZ-

BENEDIZIONE.

ZARE

G
G intervocalic before A,

0, and U may remain; or it may lose

its voice and become a very weak C; or it may be weakened still
more and result in a very indistinct consonant sound designated by
V; or it may lose its consonant value either partially or completely
and become J or disappear. BRiGANTE STRECA; TÈcuLA; STRÔSPAVO
LACO, astrologo; LETECARE (litigare)
juvo (jugum)

suvERO;

(pagare);

PAVARE

ANNEJARE, annegare; NIOZIO,

agosto.
G intervocalic before

GGI.

pregare; CHIAJA, piaga;
negozio; RAÔSTA, aragosta; AÙSTO~
PREJARE,

E and I may become J or give Tuscan

PÀGENA, PÂGGENA; LEGGE; LEGGERE; LEJERE; FAJO.

GG, DG intervocalic before
AGGENTAGLIA

E and I develop as in Tuscan.

ALLUGGIARE.

GGL, DGL intervocalic become GGHI. AGGHIAJARE, agghiaciare.
GN intervocalic becomes palatal as Tuscan GN. AccuMPAGARREGNARE

NARE

ASSIGNARE.

GR intervocalic often becomes CR; but may remain; or become
simply R. ACRO; SCENÔCRAFO; TELÈCRAFO; ANNEGRIRE; ALLERAMENTE.

GGR, DGR intervocalicusually give GGR. AGGRANIRE;AGGRA-

VARSE

AGGRAZIARE.

J

J intervocalic gives V in

and disappears in MAORE.
MAGGIORE is a borrowing from the Tuscan and is usually
used to designate rank in the army.
Wentrup restricts

>

PEVO

v to a position before

o

or u.

FINAL CONSONANTS.

Final consonants had mostly disappeared at the end of the Vulgar Latin period, leaving the final sounds vowels. However final
S in accented syllables persisted and bas left a trace in Neapolitan,
appearing as JE. NujE (nos) vujE (vos).
HERBERT H. VAUGHAN

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE.

